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Using Strong Verbs. Worksheet 1 explains what a strong verb is, with examples of recasting
sentences with weak verbs into sentences with strong verbs. Chapter 6. RULE 1: The base of
esse in the future and imperfect tenses is er-. RULE 2: pot- + sum/esse = "to be able, can" RULE
3: -t + s- = -ss- IN CLASS: Cast characters for Act I and began walking it through, acting it out;
emphasized that the words are more important than the action, but that we needed to.
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I. Grammar. This is largely a chapter of memorization: (1) two rules for forming "irregular"
superlatives (those ending in -limus and -rimus); and (2. Chapter 6. RULE 1: The base of esse in
the future and imperfect tenses is er-. RULE 2: pot- + sum/esse = "to be able, can" RULE 3: -t + s= -ss- Parts of Speech, Eighth 8th Grade English Language Arts Standards, Grade Level Help,
Internet 4 Classrooms Internet resources, teachers, students, TEENren.
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Worksheets. Additional Practice in Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics. Support for the Language
Handbook in the. Chapter 6. RULE 1: The base of esse in the future and imperfect tenses is er-.
RULE 2: pot- + sum/esse = "to be able, can" RULE 3: -t + s- = -ssA Predicate Noun is a noun that follows linking verb. Laurie is a dancer. Mr. Frost is the director.

Parts of the Sentence - Predicate Nominative. Instructions: Find the subjects, verbs, and
predicate. Create a worksheet: Recognize the use of predicate-nominatives in sentences.A
predicate adjective is one that is linked to the noun by a verb (generally be, is, was),. Sect. Jan
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Using Strong Verbs. Worksheet 1 explains what a strong verb is, with examples of recasting
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